WORK WITHIN YOUR ESTABLISHED FRAMEWORK

Quantify the impact of analyst research by combining the power of FactSet’s industry-leading Research Management Solutions (RMS) and robust Portfolio Analysis suite. Mine the data your analysts are already generating in FactSet RMS or your preferred research management platform, and perform detailed analysis of their results. View their comments and recommendations alongside your other FactSet applications, including your watchlists, screening tools, and more. Allow data aggregation and performance analysis to become an automated process that can save you time and remove the risk of human error.

GAIN INSIGHT FROM CONSOLIDATED REPORTS

Analyze data your way by creating and automating custom reports that integrate data from throughout the workstation with your company-specific branding. Easily review performance across your firm throughout the year, not just at year-end, with production-quality reports that include summary information for multiple analysts and analyst-specific reports. Empower analysts to self-monitor their performance with tear sheets that ensure coverage changes have been correctly accounted for on a current and historic basis.
LEVERAGE POWERFUL ANALYTICS

Dig deep into the absolute and relative performance of your analysts’ decisions, determine which analysts had the best returns, and uncover how often your portfolio managers took the advice of your analysts. Find out how rating changes affected overall portfolio performance, determine whether rating changes lead or lag prices changes, and see how frequently buys or strong buys outperformed your sells. Identify quantifiable metrics that directly impact your firm’s performance, and rely on portfolio dashboards, attribution reports, and more within Portfolio Analysis to help you dive into the results.